This Progress Report covers the work of the Southeastern Center for Air Pollution and Epidemiology (SCAPE) from August 1, 2014 – July 31, 2015. Four Research Projects are supported by three Cores: an Administrative Core, an Air Quality Core and a Biostatistics Core. Additionally, funds are being used to support four collaborative projects. Summaries of the research conducted to date, results, and future activities for each Research Project and Research Core are provided below. More detailed information may be found in the Annual Research Project Summaries.

The Administrative Core provides overall oversight, coordination, and integration of the Center. Since initial funding of the Center, the Administrative Core developed a quality management structure, which is detailed in the EPA-approved Quality Management Plan. Functions of the quality management team over the past year are described below under Quality Assurance. In September 2014, SCAPE hosted the CLARC Annual Meeting at Georgia Tech, followed by a CLARC workshop entitled “State-of-the-Science Spatiotemporal Characterization of Ambient Air Pollution.” In November 2014, a productive fourth annual meeting for SCAPE’s ten member Science Advisory Committee took place at Emory.

Multiple Center-wide and Project-specific meetings have been held throughout the year to ensure that research is coordinated and integrated among Projects and Cores.

1. Research Conducted and Results Generated

Project 1: Development and Deployment of an Instrumentation Suite for Comprehensive Air Quality Characterization including Aerosol ROS

Objective: Develop method(s) for measuring ROS online and semi-continuously, acquire instrumentation, and organize measurement program. Undertake an extensive measurement campaign that will characterize spatial distributions of key air quality parameters to inform the SCAPE modeling and health studies.

Research Conducted and Results Generated:

1. Published seven papers, five more are in preparation.
3. Developed, constructed, and tested an online water-soluble DTT analytical instrument.
4. Performed experiments to quantify the stability of DTT on archived filters.

Project 2: Examining In-Vehicle Pollution and Oxidative Stress in a Cohort of Daily Commuters

Objective: Examine the effects of exposure to particulate mixtures occurring during automobile commuting and within indoor, non-commuting microenvironments and corresponding measures of oxidative stress-mediated response.

Research Conducted and Results Generated:

1. Completed initial sample analysis and features extractions on all ACE-2 metabolomics.
2. Completed draft of primary Project 2 epidemiology paper with a target submission date of October 2015. Findings showed elevated CRP and reduced lung function associated with highway commutes relative to controlled exposure scenarios.
3. Completed draft manuscript on comparison of ACE cytokine in dried blood spots (ELISA) vs. plasma electrochemiluminescence. Target submission date: November 2015.
4. Submitted three (3) abstracts to ISEE and two (2) to ISES.
5. Published asthma status modification paper (Mirabelli et al. 2015 Epidemiology) showing effect measure modification by asthma control status on eNO and lung function following highway commutes.
6. Conducted PMF on in-vehicle commutes and included output in source apportionment epidemiologic models. Results showed significant decrements in lung function and suggestive elevations in eNO most associated with a factor of in-vehicle PM that was highly enriched with transition metal species.

Project 3: Novel Estimates of Pollutant Mixtures and Pediatric Health in Two Birth Cohorts

Objective: Explore the interplay between certain early life events, characterizations of air pollutant mixtures developed as part of the Center’s Mixtures Characterization Toolkit, and a range of pediatric health outcomes using two large, population-based birth cohorts.

Research Conducted and Results Generated:
1. Published associations of ambient air pollution with several different types of respiratory emergency visits among children age 0-4 years in Atlanta (Darrow et al. 2014 Am J Epidemiol), which received the 2014 Society of Toxicology Occupational Public Health Specialty Section Paper of the Year award. Published a related manuscript describing the relationship between emergency visits for bronchiolitis during infancy and subsequent risk of emergency visits for asthma after age five in Georgia (Strickland et al. 2014 Pediatr Perinat Epidemiol).
2. Published joint effects estimates for NO$_2$, ozone, and PM$_{2.5}$ using classification and regression trees for pediatric asthma emergency visits in a three-city study (Atlanta, Dallas, St. Louis) (Gass et al. 2015 Environ Health).
3. Published pediatric asthma emergency visits analyses using the Bayesian ensemble source apportionment estimates in Atlanta (Gass et al. 2015 Am J Epidemiol).
5. Georgia analyses of satellite-derived PM$_{2.5}$ and emergency visits for pediatric respiratory disease accepted for publication at Environ Health Perspect on May 21, 2015.
6. Published Atlanta time-series analyses using mixtures estimated from self-organizing maps (Pearce et al. 2015 Environ Health).
7. A manuscript describing the fusion of observational data with chemical transport model simulations and a manuscript describing the link between reactive oxygen species and cardiorespiratory effects are under peer review.
8. Preliminary results generated for a Georgia-wide analysis of pediatric ED visits and fused CMAQ estimates and a first draft manuscript has been prepared.
9. Finalized the RLINE air quality model for estimating PM$_{2.5}$ from traffic emissions in Atlanta for use in the Kaiser Permanente analyses.
Project 4: A Multi-City Time-Series Study of Pollutant Mixtures and Acute Morbidity

Objective: Conduct a multi-city time-series study to clarify the impacts of air quality on acute cardiorespiratory morbidity in five US cities using novel mixture characterization metrics.

Research Conducted and Results Generated:

1. Continued efforts on application of spatially-refined modeled estimates of ambient concentrations in multi-city epidemiologic analyses, including satellite-derived air quality estimates and the SCAPE data fusion approach (Friberg et al., submitted to ES&T) in health effect analyses and compared results with use of traditional monitoring-based exposure assignment approaches (Chang et al., APHA 2014; Sarnat et al., ENV-VISION 2015; Sarnat et al., ISEE 2015).

2. Continued work on methods for detecting and analyzing air pollution mixtures using multi-pollutant monitoring data, including classification and regression trees (Gass et al., 2015), self-organizing maps (Pearce et al., 2014; Pearce et al., 2015; Pearce et al., ISEE 2015), joint effects and other approaches to estimating the effects of pollutant groups (Ye et al., ISEE 2015), examination of the effect of reactive oxygen species (ROS) on health using retrospectively predicted DTT activity (Bates et al., submitted to ES&T; Bates et al., CMAS 2015 abstract pending; Bates et al. AAAR 2015), and estimating and comparing effects of sources of PM$_{2.5}$ across multiple cities (Krall et al., submitted to EHP; Krall et al. JSM 2015).

3. Continued work on examining detailed PM$_{2.5}$ components data in epidemiologic analyses (Sarnat et al., 2015; Ye et al., ISEE 2015; Krall et al., submitted to CEHR).

4. Conducted preliminary multi-city analyses examining the shape of concentration-response functions using categorical pollution indicators.

5. Assessed potential modifiers of the effects of ambient air pollution on health, including age (Alhanti et al., accepted at JESEE), neighborhood socioeconomic factors (O’Lenick et al., submitted to JECH; O’Lenick et al., SER 2015), air exchange rates, and season.

Core B: Air Quality Core

Objective: Provide SCAPE researchers with the methods and data to comprehensively characterize air pollutants relevant to the four projects and other cores. Project activities are supported by collecting and managing atmospheric data, developing a “Mixture Characterization Toolkit” (MC Toolkit) for further analyses specific to the projects, and providing the expertise and resources to facilitate the application of the various components of the toolkit. Comprehensive characterization of air pollutants is developed by analyses of the detailed chemical and physical measurements conducted by the Center, along with those available from ambient air quality monitoring networks and special field campaigns. Spatial and temporal characterization of the air pollutant mixtures and emission sources are determined by using extended receptor-oriented models, chemical transport models, regression approaches, hybrid methods, and remote sensing applied over multiple scales.

Research Conducted and Results Generated:

1. Hosted a workshop on Spatiotemporal Multipollutant Characterization Methods following the 2014 CLARC annual meeting in Atlanta.

2. Leading the preparation of a manuscript covering the various spatiotemporal pollutant modeling methods used by the CLARCs as part of their research.

3. The uniquely large data set of Reactive Oxygen Species (ROS), as measured using a dithiothreitol (DTT) assay and an advanced as part of Project 1, was modeled using the ensemble-trained chemical mass balance method to develop source-ROS relationships. Those relationships were used to simulate historical trends in ambient PM$_{2.5}$ DTT-activity. The modeled historical trend in
ROS was then used in an epidemiological analysis in Atlanta using a long term emergency department (ED) record to assess the association between ROS (as measured using the DTT assay) and various health outcomes.

4. An analysis similar to the above was carried out using ROS measured using the ascorbic acid assay and the results were provided to Emory as part of Project 4.

5. The OBS-CMAQ data fusion method (described last year) has been applied to the five Project 4 cities. The method was written up in manuscript form and was submitted for publication.

6. The same data fusion methodology was applied to North Carolina for comparison as part of the Harvard-Georgia Tech satellite method intercomparison. This work is still in progress.

7. Working with the Atlanta Regional Council (ARC) and the Environmental Protection Division (EPD) of the Georgia Dept. of Natural Resources, we have analyzed their RLINE dispersion modeling results using our CMB mobile source impacts at monitors in Atlanta, as well as the OBS-CMAQ data fusion/with IMSI to rescale the RLINE results to more closely follow observations.

8. Using the rescaled ARC/EPD RLINE results, mapped to 250 m resolution grids, we have explored various methods to provide researchers in Project 3 with 250 m resolution PM2.5 fields. Methods examined include (a) use of Emory’s statistical downscaler using satellite observations or CMAQ model results and the RLINE results and combining and (b) directly combining RLINE and the OBS-CMAQ fields.

9. Applied the CMAQ-DDM (Decoupled Direct Method) model, described last year in the progress report as well as in a publication, to additional years to determine the source impact for 40 PM2.5 species from 20 source categories in the 36-km CONUS domain. We have also been investigating how to better correct source impacts for secondary aerosol formation and to improve source profiles.

10. Developed multipollutant CMAQ fields for the 2013 period when CCAR (UW) was conducting their collaborative measurements in Atlanta. The CMAQ fields were provided to CCAR. We (both teams) have compared CCAR’s observations to our modeled results, as well as to our fixed site measurements.

**Core C: Biostatistics Core**

**Objective:** Provide statistical support to the Center and to the associated Projects.

**Research Conducted and Results Generated:**

As part of and in addition to their participation in SCAPE research projects, members of the Biostatistics Core participated in a number of peer-reviewed publications and presentations relating to development and application of advanced epidemiologic and statistical methods. Core contributions are detailed in the progress report below and include:

1. Ten new peer-reviewed publications, two additional publications accepted for publication, and multiple presentations at national conferences.
2. Postdoctoral researcher Jenna Krall and Project 3 PI Matthew Strickland presented their analyses of health effects of pollutant mixtures as part of an invitation-only workshop on mixture analysis by the National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences. Additional analyses by Core Director Lance Waller were also included as a poster.

**2. Difficulties in Carrying out Mission of Center**

During this fifth reporting period, the work of the Center has progressed as planned without any major difficulties in carrying out the proposed mission. A request for a one-year no cost extension was submitted to EPA on December 16, 2014. This request details the reasons for delays in execution of the
original SCAPE research plan by project, including personnel changes and maternity leaves, human subject requirements, and slow receipt of data from subcontractors.

3. Absences or Changes in Key Personnel

Key personnel on the Projects and Cores have remained, largely, the same since the initial grant funding. Prof. Bergin, the GIT PI on Project 2, moved to Duke. Given that the chemical analyses being conducted by GIT was largely done, and that he remains available for consultation, this is having a minor impact on the project. There have been minor changes in study staff as described by project below.

1. Air Quality Core: David Lavoue left the group this year. Josephine Bates, a graduate student who joined the group in August 2013, is assuming David’s projects.
2. Biostatistics Core: Dr. John Pearce, a postdoctoral researcher supported on Core Director Waller’s NIEHS T32 training grant in Environmental Biostatistics, obtained a K99/R00 grant from NIEHS, completed the K99 portion and initiated his R00 in a new position as a tenure-track assistant professor in Environmental Health at the Medical University of South Carolina. Dr. Jenna Krall joined the SCAPE research team as a postdoctoral researcher supported on the same training grant. Dr. Krall brings expertise in the development and application of statistical methods for linking source apportionment to epidemiologic outcomes and has already initiated collaborations with Drs. Stefanie Sarnat, Matthew Strickland, Lance Waller, and Howard Chang.
3. Project 1: PhD student Laura King has been completing her thesis and has not been working directly on the project. MS Student Dong Gao was added to the project.
4. Project 2: Roby Greenwald left Emory for a faculty position at Georgia State University. Mike Bergin left Georgia Tech for a faculty position at Duke University. Rachel Golan finished her post-doc position at Emory and returned to Israel for a faculty position. Drs. Greenwald, Bergin, and Golan are all still collaborating on Project 2. David Diaz-Sanchez from EPA is now also collaborating on Project 2 analyses.
5. Project 3: Due to drastic downsizing at Kaiser Permanente, Kaiser was no long able to provide a PI to collaborate with Project 3 and the subcontract was terminated early. All Kaiser data have been received and the analyses are being done by the Emory research team.

5. Quality Assurance

SCAPE’s Quality Management Plan (QMP) was submitted to and approved by EPA in March 2011. No changes were made to the QMP during the 2015 annual review. Quality Assurance Project Plans (QAPPs) for all four Projects and the Air Quality Core were initially approved by the quality assurance team (Center Co-Directors, Quality Assurance Manager, and two Quality Advisors) in 2011 and are reviewed annually. All necessary Standard Operating Procedures have been drafted and approved.

The Quality Assurance Manager meets with the designated Quality Control Reviewer for each Project and the Air Quality Core on a semiannual basis to review all QA/QC procedures detailed in the Project QAPPs and data management plans and to conduct annual project audits during the first year of research. This reporting year, meetings were held in October 2014 and April 2015. The Quality Assurance Manager maintains detailed meeting records and works with the PIs and Quality Control Reviewers to resolve any issues.

The Quality Assurance Manager also works with the PIs and Quality Control Reviewers on a regular basis to ensure that data are stored securely. The Quality Assurance Manager maintains a data access log detailing user access to all restricted folders stored on network drives. The Quality Assurance Manager also works with the Quality Control Reviewers to maintain updated IRB approvals and inform the Project Officer of any amendments.

Finally, a new data management program is currently under development to ensure that all published analyses can easily be replicated should the authors leave Emory or Georgia Tech. Under this program, the first author is responsible for creating a single statistical program to replicate all tables or figures reported in SCAPE papers. These programs will be stored on secure network drives accessible to SCAPE researchers.

6. Planned Future Activities

Project 1: Development and Deployment of an Instrumentation Suite for Comprehensive Air Quality Characterization including Aerosol ROS

1. Continue to analyze data, complete 6 manuscripts currently in progress, and present results at meetings.
2. Verify performance of online water-soluble DTT instrument.
3. Develop and verify method for measurement of total DTT on filter samples.

Project 2: Examining In-Vehicle Pollution and Oxidative Stress in a Cohort of Daily Commuters

1. Complete analyses of all ACE-2 pollutant and health endpoints.
2. Complete and submit draft manuscripts currently in preparation of ACE-1 and initial ACE-2 data.
   The manuscripts include analyses of:
   a. Correlations between noise and in-vehicle particulate pollution in ACE-1 (Ladva et al.);
   b. Frequency of traffic pollution events and corresponding health response in ACE-2 (Greenwald et al.);
   c. Associations between salivary cortisol and perceived stress in ACE-1 and ACE-2 (Raysoni et al.);
   d. Associations between breath and blood MDA in ACE-1 (Golan et al.);
   e. Associations between exposures and acute response in ACE-2 (Golan et al.);
   f. Conduct ACE-2 epidemiologic analyses on changes in metabolomic profiles.
Project 3: Novel Estimates of Pollutant Mixtures and Pediatric Health in Two Birth Cohorts
1. Ensure all manuscripts currently in peer review process are published.
2. Finalize analyses and submit manuscript for statewide pediatric ED visit and fused CMAQ analysis.
3. Finalize analyses and submit manuscript for statewide birth weight analyses.
4. Prepare and submit a manuscript describing the RLINE model estimates in Atlanta.
5. Prepare and submit a manuscript on the Kaiser Permanente asthma incidence analyses.
6. Examine associations between pregnancy exposures to PM$_{2.5}$ from traffic and asthma in the Kaiser Permanente cohort.
7. Further sub-analyses of both cohorts.

Project 4: A Multi-City Time-Series Study of Pollutant Mixtures and Acute Morbidity
1. Incorporate Pittsburgh data in multi-city epidemiologic analyses.
2. Ensure currently submitted manuscripts are published.
3. Submit 3-5 manuscripts currently in preparation and planned.
4. Continue several analyses focused on assessment of mixtures and effect modification in the single- and multi-city context.

Core B: Air Quality Core
1. Complete application of the CMAQ-CMB hybrid method to the entire 10 year period (2002-2012) to provide source-specific impact fields for the CONUS.
2. Use the CMAQ-Hybrid results and the ROS observations, both using the DTT and AA assays from Project 1, to develop source specific ROS impacts. The resulting associations will then be used to develop long term, national trends in ROS for use in an acute health association analysis as part of Project 4.
3. Finish the application of the OBS-CMAQ fusion approach to the NC area as part of the Harvard-GIT-EPA collaboration. Apply to EC, NO$_2$ and CO. Use the EC, CO and NO$_2$ results to estimate mobile source impacts using the IMSI approach. Conduct more thorough evaluation of the method and further comparison to the satellite-based approaches.
4. Provide further support to Project 3 in terms of using CMAQ, satellite observations and RLINE to develop fine scale fields.
5. Provide further support to Project 4 to estimate source impacts at the five SCAPE cities.
6. Provide further support to Project 1 to analyze their observational results.
7. Continue working with CCAR on the collaborative. We will apply RLINE at a fine scale to provide more detailed multipollutant data for comparison to their observations and to CMAQ.

Core C: Biostatistics Core
1. Continue to work very closely with all SCAPE Projects. High priority efforts include:
   a. Linking Air Quality Core and Project 1 exposure measures to the epidemiologic Projects 3 and 4.
   b. Evaluating quantitative summaries of physiologic responses to scripted commutes in Project 2.
2. Provide statistical support for ongoing epidemiologic analyses of ambient air pollution and preterm birth, pediatric emergency department visits, and birth weight (part of the measurement error collaboration with CCAR).
3. Lead development of methodological projects, including a manuscript concerning partial reduction of unmeasured confounding (by using the future exposure indicator approach originally
proposed by members of the Core, Klein and Flanders, and featured in a series of publications by the group).

7. Collaborations

Collaborative Project 1: Characterization of primary and secondary traffic related particles
(Collaborators: Harvard and SCAPE)

The objective of this collaborative project is to characterize the composition of tunnel primary, secondary, and aged primary plus secondary aerosols generated for exposures in Harvard’s toxicology study (Project 1). Dr. Sally Ng from Georgia Institute of Technology and doctoral student Matt Kollman collaborated with Harvard CLARC researchers on this effort, using an Aerosol Chemical Speciation Monitor (ACSM) provided by Aerodyne Inc. The ACSM provides quantitative measurement of non-refractory submicron aerosol composition, including mass spectra, with a time resolution on the order of 15 to 30 min. The ACSM measures organics, nitrate, sulfate, ammonium, and chloride. The extent of oxidation of chamber aerosols can also be determined semi-continuously from the mass fraction m/z 44 (CO₂⁺), allowing measurement of the evolution of O/C over the course of each experiment.

For exposures conducted during the collaboration, the ACSM was operated continuously. The goal was to provide complementary chemical data including near real-time determination of the contribution of primary and secondary aerosols, as well as the extent of oxidation over the course of each experiment. An additional goal of the collaboration was to provide information about the atmosphere inside the photochemical chamber and how the secondary products relate to those found in the atmosphere. To do this, the ACSM was operated through the normal startup procedures of the photochemical chamber during the primary plus secondary organic aerosol (P+SOA) and SOA only atmospheres, as well as with the primary tunnel particles (P), to evaluate the changes observed in aerosol evolution as the photochemical chamber output stabilized prior to exposures. During this portion of the study, additional measurements collocated with the ACSM were made, including integrated particle mass, EC/OC, and trace elemental concentrations, as well as continuous particle size distribution using a Scanning Mobility Particle Sizer (SMPS).

During animal exposures, measurements were made at the point of exposure, including integrated particle mass, EC/OC, and trace elemental concentrations, as well as continuous particle size distribution using a Scanning Mobility Particle Sizer (SMPS). During the hours where animals were not being exposed, a collocated SMPS along with the ACSM were operated, but the remaining chamber output was utilized for collecting samples for analysis for reactive oxygen species.

The data analysis has been completed. We are preparing a manuscript. Below is a summary of the main findings from this study:

1. There are some variations in the organic aerosol loading in each exposure environment. The loadings are fairly constant for P only (9.4 µg/m³) and P+SOA (2.1 µg/m³). However, for the SOA only atmosphere, there is a clear diurnal cycle in the organic aerosol loading (highest around mid-night). The average organic loading for the SOA only system is also the highest among the three systems, at 13 µg/m³.
2. Results from Positive Matrix Factorization (PMF) analysis of each system reveal the presence of highly oxygenated organic aerosols (OOA) in all exposure environments. Surprisingly, even the P only system contains a fair amount of OOA. This could result from the mixing of ambient air with the tunnel air, prior to entering the chamber. We resolve an aromatic-type OOA factor, which has not been resolved in prior studies. The high levels of aromatic hydrocarbons under these exposure environments and the lack of biogenic influences likely make the aromatic OOA more distinctive in this study. Hydrocarbon-like OA (HOA) is only resolved in the P only system and P+SOA system, which is expected.

3. The total DTT activity of the aerosols increases with the OC content of the sample.

4. The intrinsic DTT activity of the aerosols formed in the three test environments are comparable. While the SOA system has the highest intrinsic DTT activity, it also has the largest variation, which could be a result of the more diverse source of SOA.

5. The intrinsic DTT activity of traffic aerosols in this study is comparable to ambient PM and oxidized OOA in Atlanta.

6. Results from this study clearly demonstrate that organic aerosols alone can generate reactive oxygen species. Many prior studies attributed DTT activity of ambient aerosols to metals. In this study, the SOA system does not contain any metals but still exhibits a similar level of DTT activity compared to the other two systems.

**Collaborative Project 2: Mobile and Fixed Site Characterization of Vehicle Emission Impacts in Atlanta (Collaborators: SCAPE, CCAR, and EPA)**

The goals of this collaborative project are to compare instruments and methods for characterizing vehicle emissions, personal exposures and spatial distributions by deploying the CCAR measurement platform and sampling protocols in Atlanta for a 16-day period and to compare a limited set of spatially intensive mobile and fixed site measurements of selected pollutant with downscaled CMAQ predictions in Atlanta, Georgia.

We have been working with our CCAR collaborators to evaluate how well the ambient monitoring network and emissions-based regional scale (CMAQ chemical transport model) and local scale (RLINE dispersion model) compare with mobile platform measurements of air pollutant concentration gradients in metropolitan Atlanta. The CCAR mobile platform measurements taken in September, 2013 included “fuzzy point” characterizations and three trips originating and ending at an Atlanta central monitor location (Jefferson St, SEARCH monitor). One trip included a southeastern segment of the Atlanta perimeter highway from the airport to a CSN monitoring site. A second route included taking the I-75/I-85 connector to a large highway intersection (“spaghetti junction”) in northeastern Atlanta. A third route extended 60 km west to the rural SEARCH monitor at Yorkville.

Fuzzy point medians were compared with ambient monitor measurements and 4-km, 1-hr CMAQ predictions for NO₂, NOx, ozone, black carbon, and nephelometer measurements. Pearson R-squared values for fuzzy point assessments with ambient measurements ranged from 0.37 to 0.89. R-squared values were lower when compared with CMAQ predictions due to the lack of spatial and temporal resolution of the CMAQ predictions as well as model limitations. Comparison of trip measurements with RLINE predictions and with roadside stationary measurements is ongoing. Passive badge data will also be evaluated to assess pollutant gradients.
An abstract has been submitted for presentation at the AAAR 2015 Annual Conference in Minneapolis in October, 2015.

**Collaborative Project 3: Inter-comparison of ambient PM2.5 estimation models in NC (Collaborators: SCAPE, Harvard, CCAR, and EPA)**

The goal of this effort is to summarize the strengths and limitations of current satellite-driven PM2.5 exposure models and CMAQ PM2.5 simulations, and to identify directions for future model development and applications in various population-based health effects studies. There are six candidate models to be evaluated: (1) Koutrakis group’s mixed effects model, (2) Chang’s spatial downscaler, (3) Liu group’s mixed effects model, (4) UW/CCAR group’s spatiotemporal model, and (5) Russell group’s CMAQ PM2.5 simulation. We have designed a modeling domain centered in North Carolina for the 2006 – 2008 time period. To facilitate model cross-comparison, a common input dataset was compiled by Liu group, including MODIS total AOD values, derived meteorological parameters and, from the UW database, GIS-based spatial covariates. This was distributed to all participating research teams. A common master modeling grid at 10-km resolution was developed by Liu group and shared by all teams. A set of common procedures and statistics will be jointly developed by all participating teams to evaluate model performance. After preliminary results are generated, each team will document their model development in sufficient detail for other teams to reproduce their results. The estimated deliverable of this project will be a manuscript to report evaluation results.

As of June 2015, the Emory team has worked with the Harvard team to generate the final model development and prediction datasets using MODIS collection 6 AOD data at 10 km resolution over North Carolina for the proposed study period. Quality flags are included to mark potential outliers. The Emory team has completed model development with the updated dataset using Chang's spatial downscaler and Liu group’s mixed effects model. The Harvard and UW teams will complete their model runs in August. National scale evaluation of the quality of various MODIS collection 6 AOD parameters are underway. In addition, Air Quality Core personnel have applied the OBS-CMAQ fusion approach to the domain, conducted data withholding cross validation, and compared the results to the Emory AOD-based method. The Emory team is working to process Georgia Tech’s CMAQ output.

**Collaborative Project 4: Measurement Error for Air Pollution Cohort Studies: Application and Comparison of Several Statistical Methods to Georgia Birth Cohort Data (Collaborators: CCAR and SCAPE, possibly Harvard in the future)**

The project will consider three statistical approaches to account for measurement error arising from spatio-temporal exposure prediction models. These statistical approaches will be developed and applied to examine linear associations between ambient PM2.5 concentrations and birth weight among full-term births using Georgia state-wide geocoded birth records.

Emory investigators have successfully applied UW’s spatio-temporal exposure model to predict ambient PM2.5 concentrations across the state of Georgia. The exposures were linked to individual birth records at the Census blockgroup level. Preliminary health analyses were conducted and the results were discussed among collaborators across CLARC centers during the Annual Meeting. Pending final sensitivity studies by Emory investigators, this component of the health analysis is complete and development of Bayesian measurement error methods will begin. UW has begun replicating Emory’s analysis and has put in place software and procedure for applying the parameter bootstrap to assess bias and/or inflated standard errors from measurement error.
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Objective of Research: To provide a chemically comprehensive data set on ambient particle composition at various sites relative to roadway emissions that will be used by other SCAPE Projects. As a part of this effort, our goal is to develop new instruments and analytical methods to quantify concentrations of particle-bound reactive oxygen species (ROS) and associated aerosol components. These techniques were deployed during SCAPE and data sets have been generated for investigating ROS sources, atmospheric processing and health impacts.

Progress Summary/Accomplishments:
During this reporting period, work has focused on data analyses, publishing papers and two laboratory projects. Papers published during this performance period are listed below. In addition, the following papers are in progress:

- Fang T, Verma V, Bates JT, Mulholland JA, Russell AG, Weber RJ. Contrasting oxidative potential of ambient water-soluble PM2.5 measured by dithiothreitol (DTT) and ascorbic acid (AA) assays: spatiotemporal distribution, source apportionment, and health impacts, in progress 2015. (Project 1)

Laboratory work was undertaken in two areas: The development of an online ROS measurement system and analysis of the stability of ROS on archived filters.
Online ROS system: Although the filter-based system has provided major new insights, it is recognized that online measurements of ROS by acellular assays, such as DTT, could provide substantially greater insights into sources, atmospheric processing and health impacts of aerosols. An online system provides much larger data sets, allows better integration with state-of-the-art online aerosol chemical speciation instrumentation, a better assessment of variability in ROS and what drives it, and an assessment of possible artifacts associated with filter-based methods. In the past year progress has been made on developing the method. First, an analysis was made to determine how to improve the sensitivity of the filter DTT-protocol for the much lower concentrations associated with an online particle collection system. Based on these results a method was developed involving a Particle Into Liquid Sample and flow injection system. The instrument was constructed and deployed for over 2 months of ambient sampling. Filter samples were collected at the same time, extracted in water and DTT measured. Overall, poor comparison was found between the online and filter results. Our hypothesis is that the online system is measuring closer to total DTT, whereas the filter system is only measuring the water-soluble fraction of DTT. To assess this we plan to develop a method to measure total DTT of particles collected on filters and rerun the comparison (see future plans).

Stability of ROS on Filters: Linking ROS to health-endpoints through epidemiological analysis requires knowledge of ROS over an extended period of time. Since our approach is a retrospective analysis, ROS (DTT) data from the JST site was estimated based on a source apportionment analyses. To verify predicted ROS and assess uncertainty we proposed to measure ROS on archived filters. This approach is based on the assumption that DTT is stable on frozen filters for extended time periods. To assess this, we performed experiments on filters collected by SEARCH at JST during the period when ROS was measured at JST as part of this project. These filters have been stored for over two years. We found that the DTT on archived filters was highly correlated to DTT measured immediately after filters were deployed, but lower by roughly 60%. Chemical speciation analysis suggests that this is due to loss of DTT activity of the organic fraction contributing to DTT (hydrophobic fraction), whereas the redox metals contributing to DTT activity were more stable (hydrophilic fraction). A manuscript on this work is currently in progress.

Publications:
of an Aerosol Chemical Speciation Monitor (ACSM) with ambient fine aerosol measurements in downtown Atlanta, Georgia. Atmospheric Measurement Techniques 7: 1929-1941, 2014. (Project 1)


Presentations:


9. Tuet Wing-Yin, Verma V, Champion J, Ng NL. “Composition and oxidative properties of particulate matter (PM) mixtures.” Oral presentation at the American Institute of Chemical Engineers Conference. Atlanta, Georgia, November 2014.


**Future Activities:**

A goal is to complete the following manuscripts:

1. King et al., Chemiluminescence measurements of NOx and NO versus cavity ring down NO2 at various sites in the southeastern US.
2. King et al., On the spatial and seasonal distribution of a suite of air quality parameters based on paired measurements to investigate roadway emissions.
3. Devlin, Verma, et al., PM generated ROS species associated with biological changes in humans exposed to fine concentrated air pollutants
4. Verma et al., Overall summary of Project findings on ROS measured by the DTT assay; sources, atmospheric processing, and health impacts.
5. Fang et al., Online measurements of ROS via the DTT assay.

Depending on availability of funds the following research areas will be explored:

1. Online ROS system: We will continue to work on the online DTT instrument development. In the next year we plan to assess and verify the instrument performance by comparing with filter measurements of total DTT.
2. To date, our work has focused on the water- and methanol-soluble components that contribute to fine particle ROS. Other studies have shown that solid particles, especially soot, can also be effective at generating ROS and are highly DTT active. The approach would be to modify the automated DTT/AA analysis system so that the redox chemistry can be done on an immersed filter, instead of in the filter extract. The system will be assessed by comparison to published diesel exhaust DTT intrinsic activities and contrasts between roadside to other sites (comparison between sites with high EC versus low EC concentrations). This area of research was proposed in last year’s report but was not pursued due to lack of funding. The plan is to revisit the problem in the following year.

Supplemental Keywords: reactive oxygen species, ROS, oxidative stress, oxidative potential
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Objective of Research: The primary aim of Atlanta Commuters Exposure Study Project 2 (ACE-2) is to examine the effects of exposure to particulate mixtures occurring during automobile commuting and within indoor, non-commuting microenvironments (µE’s) and corresponding measures of oxidative stress-mediated response.

Progress Summary/Accomplishments:
The following is a summary of specific Project 2 tasks completed during the previous reporting period:

1. Completed data processing for all continuously and integrated measured pollutant parameters for main Project 2 commuter study (ACE-2), including PM₂.₅ mass concentration; particle number concentration; particle bound PAHs; black carbon concentration; and noise, PM₂.₅ mass concentration; particulate trace elements; elemental and organic carbon; water soluble organic carbon, and DTT (integrated).
2. During the previous reporting period we also completed data analysis and processing for the following ACE-2 health endpoints: Inflammation biomarkers in DBS and plasma.
3. Completed metabolomic analyses of all ACE-2 plasma samples using HR-MS under the supervision of Project 2 co-investigator, D Jones. Feature extraction and initial analyses will begin in Fall 2015.
4. Published manuscript on effect measure modification of ACE-1 results by asthma control status (Mirabelli et al., Epidemiology. 2015). Results indicate that poorly-controlled asthmatics may be more susceptible to acute changes in lung function and pulmonary inflammation from exposures to specific in-vehicle pollutant.
5. Completed initial draft of manuscript comparing cytokine quantitation in Dried Blood Spots (DBS using ELISA) compared to plasma (using electrochemiluminescence).
6. Completed initial draft of epidemiologic analyses for Project 2 (ACE-2). Findings show that highway commuting in the ACE-2 study was associated with significantly reduced lung function following a scripted 2h highway commute compared to clinic exposure scenarios. Figure 1 shows measured mean Forced Vital Capacity (FVC) in ACE-2 subjects at periods prior to participating in the study protocol and at several post-exposure time-points. In-vehicle PAHs and BC levels were most predictive of corresponding lung function decrement (Results not shown).

Publications:


Presentations:


Environmental Epidemiology and Exposure Science and Indoor Air Quality. Basel, Switzerland, August 2013.


**Future Activities:** During the next 6 months, we expect to complete analyses of all pollutant and health endpoints, including feature extractions and analyses of plasma samples using HR-MS analyses involving the characterization of metabolomic profiles before and after ACE-2 exposures. Primary attention will continue to focus on completing and submitting the draft manuscripts that are currently in preparation.

**Supplemental Keywords:** health effects, oxidative stress, inflammation, human health, susceptibility, vulnerability, PAHs, PM2.5, organics, elemental carbon, metals, ozone, oxidants, PAH, sulfates, source characterization, mobile sources, Georgia, GA
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Objective of Research: In utero and early life experiences affect physiological development and can influence sensitivity to environmental factors throughout life. In this Project, we explore the interplay between certain early life events, characterizations of air pollutant mixtures developed as part of the Center’s Mixtures Characterization Toolkit, and a range of pediatric health outcomes using two large, population-based birth cohorts. One cohort consists of roughly 1.7 million Georgia birth records that have been geocoded to the Census block level and linked with pediatric emergency department visits by staff at the Georgia Department of Human Resources. Using this statewide birth cohort, we are investigating acute effects of air pollution mixtures on respiratory health outcomes and ear infections in children, and we are assessing whether children who were born premature or low birth weight are more sensitive to ambient air pollutant concentrations than their counterparts. Further, we are using the statewide birth cohort to investigate whether ambient air pollutant mixtures during pregnancy are associated with the risk of preterm delivery or reduced birth weight. The second birth cohort is comprised of children who were members of the Kaiser Permanente Georgia Health Maintenance Organization in metropolitan Atlanta. In this birth cohort, where comprehensive medical and residential histories are available for each study subject, we will examine whether air pollutant mixtures during the first year of life are associated with the incidence of childhood asthma.

Progress Summary/Accomplishments: We have made progress in many areas of this project. Some notable accomplishments include:

1. Published associations of ambient air pollution with several different types of respiratory emergency visits among children age 0-4 years in Atlanta (Darrow et al. 2014 Am J Epidemiol), which received the 2014 Society of Toxicology Occupational Public Health Specialty Section Paper of the Year award. Also published a related manuscript describing the relationship between emergency visits for bronchiolitis during infancy and subsequent risk of emergency visits for asthma after age five in Georgia (Strickland et al. 2014 Paediatr Perinat Epidemiol).

2. Published joint effects estimates for NO$_2$, ozone, and PM$_{2.5}$ using classification and regression trees for pediatric asthma emergency visits in a three-city study (Atlanta, Dallas, St. Louis) (Gass et al. 2015 Environ Health). The estimates plateaued on moderately-high pollution days and did not increase further on days when all three pollutants were high.

3. Published pediatric asthma emergency visits analyses using the Bayesian ensemble source apportionment estimates in Atlanta (Gass et al. 2015 Am J Epidemiol). Analyses are innovative in part because they enable the uncertainty from the source apportion models to be propagated through the epidemiologic analyses.
4. Georgia analyses of fused CMAQ estimated in relation to preterm birth accepted for publication at *Environ Health Perspect* on June 19, 2015. Associations were observed for traffic-related pollutants across several pregnancy windows, and associations tended to be higher for mothers with low educational attainment and for African American mothers.

5. Georgia analyses of satellite-derived PM$_{2.5}$ and emergency visits for pediatric respiratory disease accepted for publication at *Environ Health Perspect* on May 21, 2015. We observed associations between short-term changes in PM2.5 with asthma/wheeze and with upper respiratory infections. Estimated associations were similar in urban, suburban, and rural areas.

6. Published Atlanta time-series analyses using mixtures estimated from self-organizing maps (Pearce et al. 2015 *Environ Health*). Using a low pollution day type as the reference level, we found significant associations of increased asthma morbidity in three of nine categories suggesting adverse effects when combinations of primary (CO, NO$_2$, NO$_x$, EC, and OC) and/or secondary (O$_3$, NH$_4$, SO$_4$) pollutants exhibited elevated concentrations (typically, occurring on dry days with low wind speed).

7. A manuscript describing the fusion of observational data with chemical transport model simulations and a manuscript describing the link between reactive oxygen species and cardiorespiratory effects are under peer review.

8. Preliminary results generated for a Georgia-wide analysis of pediatric ED visits and fused CMAQ estimates and a first draft manuscript has been prepared.

9. Finalized the CMAQ + RLINE fusion air quality model for estimating PM$_{2.5}$ from traffic emissions in Atlanta for use in the Kaiser Permanente analyses.

10. Presented preliminary results for associations between RLINE estimates and incidence of asthma in the Kaiser Permanente cohort at the 2015 Society for Epidemiologic Research annual meeting. We have drafted a related manuscript on asthma diagnosis issues within the cohort, and have also investigated the link between C-section delivery and asthma diagnosis later in childhood. These findings were presented at the Society for Pediatric and Perinatal Epidemiology conference (2015) and at the Society for Epidemiologic Research conference (2015).

Publications:


Presentations:


2. Pearce JL, Waller LA, Mulholland JA, Sarnat SE, Strickland MJ, Chang HH, Tolbert PE. Acute associations between multipollutant mixtures and pediatric asthma morbidity: epidemiologic applications of self-organizing map ambient air quality classifications at the day level. Oral presentation at the International Society for Environmental Epidemiology Annual Meeting, Sao Paulo, Brazil, August 30-September 3, 2015.


32. Darrow LA, Strickland MJ, Klein M, Tolbert PE. “Ambient air pollution and respiratory emergency department visits among children age 0-4 years.” Oral presentation at the International Society for Environmental Epidemiology Annual Conference. Columbia, South Carolina, August 2012.


Future Activities:
1. Ensure all manuscripts currently in peer review process are published.
2. Finalize analyses and submit manuscript for statewide pediatric ED visit and fused CMAQ analysis.
3. Finalize analyses and submit manuscript for statewide birth weight analyses.
4. Prepare and submit a manuscript describing the CMAQ and RLINE fusion model estimates in Atlanta.
5. Prepare and submit a manuscript on the Kaiser Permanente asthma incidence analyses.
6. Prepare and submit a manuscript on the Kaiser Permanente asthma classification approach.
7. Examine associations between pregnancy exposures to PM$_{2.5}$ from traffic and asthma in the Kaiser Permanente cohort.
8. Further sub-analyses of both cohorts.

Supplemental Keywords: ambient air, atmosphere, health effects, human health, susceptibility, vulnerability, sensitive populations, infants, children, risk, dose-response, cumulative effects, epidemiology, exposure, public policy, air quality modeling, monitoring, measurement methods, aerosol, particulates, PM2.5, organics, elemental carbon, metals, ozone, oxidants, PAH, sulfates, source characterization, mobile sources, Georgia, GA, Southeast
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Objective of Research: Although associations between ambient air pollution and acute cardiorespiratory outcomes have been observed in numerous studies, questions remain about the degree to which these findings are generalizable between locations and whether the observed health effects are due to the individual pollutants measured or to pollutants acting in combination with other pollutants. In Project 4, we are conducting a multi-city time-series study to clarify the impacts of air quality on acute cardiorespiratory morbidity in five US cities (Atlanta, GA; Birmingham, AL; Dallas, TX; Pittsburgh, PA; St. Louis, IL-MO) using novel mixture characterization metrics. Our overarching hypothesis is that factors related to air pollution mixtures, seasonality and climate, concentration-response functions, exposure measurement error, and population susceptibility and vulnerability can help explain apparent between-city heterogeneity in short-term associations between air quality measures and cardiorespiratory emergency department (ED) visits.

Progress Summary/Accomplishments: During the current reporting period, work on Project 4 has focused on remaining data acquisition activities as well as single- and multi-city epidemiologic analyses.

Database development. Database activities included acquisition of the remaining health outcome data for the study. Health outcome data for Atlanta, Birmingham, Dallas, and St. Louis are complete. In the past year, a subcontract with University of Pittsburgh collaborators was continued as planned. University of Pittsburgh collaborators have acquired and processed ED visit data from Pittsburgh-area hospitals; for sharing these data with Emory, data use agreements between Emory and relevant Pittsburgh-area hospitals were finalized. Data were transferred to Emory at the end of the current reporting period and will be incorporated into epidemiologic analyses moving forward.

Data analyses. A number of data analysis activities were conducted over the reporting period:
1. We continued efforts on application of spatially-refined modeled estimates of ambient concentrations in multi-city epidemiologic analyses, including satellite-derived air quality estimates and the SCAPE data fusion approach, which combines monitoring and CMAQ modeled air quality data (Friberg et al., submitted to ES&T), in health effect analyses and compared results with use of traditional monitoring-based exposure assignment approaches (Chang et al., APHA 2014; Sarnat et al., ENV-VISION 2015; Sarnat et al., ISEE 2015). Application of the different exposure metrics had a large impact on observed associations for NO₂ and SO₂, with stronger associations with use of data fusion exposure assignment approach, while associations for O₃ and PM₂.₅ were largely similar across exposure assignment approaches. Results of these analyses also point to some consistency in
estimated effects across 4 cities, such as strong positive associations of NO₂ and PM₂.5 with respiratory disease ED visits in all cities with no significant heterogeneity detected. Some heterogeneity in estimated effects across cities is also observed, such as strong positive associations for SO₂ and respiratory ED visits in Birmingham and Dallas, but not in Atlanta or St. Louis; these findings are being further evaluated in multi-city effect modification analyses.

2. With the Air Quality and Biostatistics Cores, we continued work on methods for detecting and analyzing air pollution mixtures using multi-pollutant monitoring data: a) an approach for using classification and regression trees (C&RT) in multi-city air pollution epidemiologic research was published (Gass et al., 2015); b) our self-organizing maps approach to characterizing air pollution mixtures was published (Pearce et al., 2014) and an extension of this approach for use in epidemiologic analyses was also published (Pearce et al., 2015) and will be presented at ISEE (Pearce et al., ISEE 2015); c) our approach to estimating the joint effects of multiple pollutants previously published (Winquist et al., 2014) is being incorporated along with other approaches to estimating the effects of pollutant groups (Ye et al., ISEE 2015); d) working with Project 1, we have continued our examination of the effect of reactive oxygen species (ROS) on cardiorespiratory ED visits by retrospectively predicting DTT activity using a prediction model developed based on Project 1 data; results suggest a strong association between DTT and ED visits that is independent of the effect of PM₂.5 (Bates et al., submitted to ES&T; Bates et al., CMAS 2015 abstract pending, Bates et al., AAAR 2015); and finally e) we used source apportionment to estimate daily mass concentrations of PM₂.5 by source type for four US cities, and for sources similar in chemical composition between cities, we estimated associations with respiratory disease ED visits (Krall et al., submitted to EHP; Krall et al. JSM 2015). We found PM₂.5 from mobile sources, biomass burning, and dust was similar in chemical composition between cities, but PM₂.5 from coal combustion and metal sources varied across cities. We found evidence of positive associations of ED visits for respiratory disease with PM₂.5 from biomass burning and little evidence of associations with PM₂.5 from dust. Associations with PM₂.5 from mobile sources were not consistent across cities.

3. We continued work on examining detailed PM₂.5 components data in epidemiologic analyses: a) analyses examining the health effects of a range of PM components from the St. Louis Supersite was published (Sarnat et al., 2015); b) we applied and compared several approaches to estimating the effect of volatile organic compound chemical structure groups on cardiorespiratory ED visits in Atlanta (Ye et al., ISEE 2015); and c) we collaborated with the Biostatistics Core on a review article concerning statistical methods and challenges for estimating between PM components and health (Krall et al., submitted to CEHR).

4. We conducted preliminary multi-city analyses examining the shape of concentration-response functions using categorical pollution indicators.

5. Finally, we assessed potential modifiers of the effects of ambient air pollution on health: a) multi-city analyses examining air pollution-health associations by age were conducted and published for asthma (Alhanti et al., accepted at JESEE) as well as for cardiovascular outcomes; b) analyses examining modification of air pollution-health associations by neighborhood socioeconomic factors were conducted for pediatric asthma/wheeze (O’Lenick et al., submitted to JECH; O’Lenick et al., SER 2015) as well as for cardiovascular outcomes; c) we continued work on estimating air exchange rates in each of the five cities and application of these data in epidemiologic models.

Publications:


5. Alhanti BA, Chang HH, Winquist A, Mulholland J, Darrow L, Sarnat SE. Ambient air pollution and emergency department visits for asthma: a multi-city assessment of effect modification by age. Journal of Exposure Science and Environmental Epidemiology, accepted. (Core C, Project 4)


15. Winquist A, Kirrane E, Klein M, Strickland M, Darrow LA, Sarnat SE, Gass K, Mulholland JA, Russell AG, Tolbert PE. Joint effects of ambient air pollutants on pediatric asthma emergency


26. Inadvertently omitted SCAPE acknowledgement.


32. Strickland MJ, Darrow LA, Mulholland JA, Klein M, Flanders WD, Winquist A, Tolbert PE. Implications of different approaches for characterizing ambient air pollutant concentrations within the urban airshed for time-series studies and health benefits analyses. *Environmental Health* 10:36, 2011. (Project 3, Project 4)

**Presentations:**


5. Pearce JL, Waller LA, Mulholland JA, Sarnat SE, Strickland MJ, Chang HH, Tolbert PE. Acute associations between multipollutant mixtures and pediatric asthma morbidity: epidemiologic applications of self-organizing map ambient air quality classifications at the day level. Oral presentation at the International Society for Environmental Epidemiology Annual Meeting, Sao Paulo, Brazil, August 30-September 3, 2015.


22. ÖzKaynak H, Dionisio K, Baxter L, Burke J, Rich D, Sarnat S, Sarnat J, Jones R. Overview and evaluation of alternative air quality exposure metrics used in recent air pollution epidemiological


Future Activities: Over the coming year, we anticipate completing our ED visit database by incorporating data from University of Pittsburgh collaborators. Manuscript preparation will begin and/or continue for analyses conducted over the past year. Current manuscripts in preparation include: 1) Exposure assignment considerations in a multi-city time-series study of ambient air pollution and cardiorespiratory emergency department visits; 2) Estimating the health effects of ambient volatile organic compounds; and 3) Relationship between warm-season ambient maximum temperature and emergency department visits across age groups. Additional planned manuscripts will focus on our multi-city assessment of air pollution and cardiovascular ED visits, further examination of retrospectively-predicted ROS on health, assessment of concentration-response function shape, assessment of air exchange rates as a modifier of ambient air pollution health effects, and extension of analyses considering modification of air pollution-health associations by neighborhood socioeconomic status to multiple cities.

Supplemental Keywords: ambient air, health effects, sensitive populations, dose-response, cumulative effects, epidemiology, exposure, air quality modeling, PM$_{2.5}$, organics, elemental carbon, metals, oxidants, sulfates, source characterization
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Objective of Research: The primary mission of the Air Quality Core (AQC) is to provide SCAPE researchers with the methods and data to comprehensively characterize air pollutants relevant to the four projects and other cores. Project activities are supported by collecting and managing atmospheric data, developing a “Mixture Characterization Toolkit” (MC Toolkit) for further analyses specific to the projects, and providing the expertise and resources to facilitate the application of the various components of the toolkit. An additional mission of the AQC is to facilitate transmission of atmospheric data and methods to potential users outside of the Center.

First, comprehensive characterization of air pollutants is developed by analyses of the detailed chemical and physical measurements conducted by the Center, along with those available from ambient air quality monitoring networks and special field campaigns. Next, spatial and temporal characterization of the air pollutant mixtures and emission sources are determined by using extended receptor-oriented models, chemical transport models (CTMs), regression approaches, hybrid methods, and remote sensing applied over multiple scales.

In addition to these functions, the AQC team assists in the preparation of reports and journal publications resulting from Center activities.

Progress Summary/Accomplishments: During the past year, we continued to support Development and Deployment of an Instrumentation Suite for Comprehensive Air Quality Characterization including Aerosol ROS (Project 1), Examining In-Vehicle Pollution and Oxidative Stress in a Cohort of Daily Commuters (Project 2), the Georgia Birth Cohorts Study (Project 3), and the Multi-City Morbidity (Project 4) by conducting data analyses and providing specific air quality metrics, including pollutant concentration fields and source impacts. We have also been contributing to various collaborative projects, including, Characterization of primary and secondary traffic related particles (Collaborators: Harvard and SCAPE), Mobile and Fixed Site Characterization of Vehicle Emission Impacts in Atlanta (Collaborators: SCAPE, CCAR, and EPA), and the Inter-comparison of ambient PM2.5 estimation models in NC (Collaborators: SCAPE, Harvard, CCAR, and EPA). Further, we continue to develop advanced spatiotemporal modeling methods for broader use by the community. We also led the Spatiotemporal Characterization Method Workshop held after the 2014 CLARC meeting in Atlanta, and are working on the manuscript to summarize the various methods being used by the CLARCs.

All four SCAPE projects are using different source apportionment (SA) methods and chemical transport model outputs in order to generate multi-year spatial and receptor-specific fields of source impacts for use in health studies. SA methods include the traditional receptor models such as CMB (Chemical Mass Balance) and PMF (Positive Matrix Factorization), the source oriented approach using CMAQ-DDM (Decoupled Direct Method) and the development of novel methods including a Bayesian Ensemble SA technique and a Hybrid Kriging (HK) model.
The ensemble approach uses three receptor models and one chemical transport model. We use two CMB methods: CMB-LGO which incorporates gas-based constraints, and CMB-MM which uses molecular marker observations. We use one factor analytic method, PMF and one CTM, the Community Multiscale Air Quality (CMAQ) model. Bayesian techniques were applied to estimate SA uncertainties. The Bayesian Ensemble SA method has been used by Project 4 in multiple cities and by Project 1 for analysis of their ROS measurements.

Our OBS-CMAQ data fusion method has undergone refinement and is being used in the Georgia Birth Cohorts Study (Project 3). Temporally and spatially resolved concentrations for 12 pollutants were calculated using fused ambient monitoring data and CMAQ outputs for Georgia. Pollutant fields include five gases (1-hour max CO, 1-hr max NO2, 1-hr max NOx, 1-hr max SO2 and 8-hr max O3) and seven PM types measures (24-hr average PM10, PM2.5, SO42-, NO3-, NH4+, EC and OC). Ambient concentrations were collected from the regulatory monitoring networks for the State and modelled concentrations were extracted from CMAQ simulations originally run for different domains. We extended that work to apply the Integrated Mobile Source Indicator (IMSI) method to assess spatial mobile source impacts. It was applied to the 24-hour average concentrations obtained from the 12-km OBS-CMAQ fused data for 2002-2008 and from the 4-km fused data for 2008-2010.

We applied and extended our new CMAQ-CMB hybrid source apportionment technique to the US over a longer time period, and those activities continue. A major extension of the method, called hybrid kriging (HK), takes the receptor specific results and krigs the impact adjustment factors spatially and temporally to develop comprehensive source impact fields. This can reduce uncertainties in interpolated fields. Hybrid Kriging (HK) used observations from 189 monitors across CONUS. The CMAQ-DDM model was used to determine the source impact for 40 PM2.5 species (5 ions, 35 metals) in the 36-km CONUS domain for 2006. The DDM package was used to quantify CMAQ sensitivities to emission changes for 20 source categories including biomass burning, on-road mobile sources and other combustion sources. Simulation results from the coupling of CMAQ-DDM and HK models suggest that in 2006 the three dominant sources were coal combustion, biogenics and on-road gasoline combustion. Moreover, each source impact was ranked by importance of its contribution to seasonal concentrations in nine distinct climate regions.

In support of Project 3, we have been developing air quality metrics in a 250 m resolution grid covering the Atlanta area. ARC (Atlanta Regional Commission) provided us with the 2011 link-based emissions, and associated PM fields calculated using RLINE, from the transportation sector in 15 counties. Our analysis of the RLINE results provided found that they were biased, and we developed rescaling approaches based upon observations of PM2.5 at multiple monitors in Atlanta, as well as our CMB results. We also calculated hourly NOx and PM2.5 emissions in the 250 m grid for use in a statistical downscaling model, along with CMAQ results. We also blended the RLINE fields with the OBS-CMAQ fused fields, and those were provided to Project 3 to allow fine spatial scale analysis of pollutant impacts.

As part of Project 3, Emory University has developed a statistical downscaling model for predicting daily spatially resolved PM2.5 concentrations at 12 km for 2003-2005. MODIS Aerosol Optical Depth (AOD) values and PM2.5 concentrations are linked in space and time by treating AOD as a predictor of PM2.5 in a linear regression setting. Spatio-temporal regression coefficients include land use and meteorological components. We have been applying the same downscaling approach by replacing AOD with our 12 km CMAQ outputs for 2002-2005. This work continues.
We have been working with Project 1 to quantify major ROS-associated emission sources by determining DTT activity in the water-soluble fraction of atmospheric fine aerosols. A large number of samples were collected at two Atlanta urban sites, one rural site, and a site adjacent to a major traffic route, from June 2012 through April 2013. Source apportionment on ambient (Atlanta, GA) PM$_{2.5}$ was performed using the Chemical Mass Balance Method with ensemble-averaged source impact profiles. Linear regression modeling was used to relate PM$_{2.5}$ emissions sources to ROS-generation potential and to estimate historical levels of DTT activity for use in an epidemiologic analysis. This work was followed by a similar analysis of the ascorbic acid assay measurements from Project 1.

As part of Projects 1 and 2 and the collaborative with CCAR, mobile platform measurements coupled with stationary site observations are being used to investigate the spatial distribution of vehicle emission impacts from downtown Atlanta to Yorkville rural area. We provided CMAQ simulations for comparison to the observations, and are now developing RLINE fine scale results as well.

As part of the Collaborative with Harvard, CCAR and EPA “Inter-comparison of ambient PM2.5 estimation models in NC,” we applied the OBS-CMAQ fusion approach to NC for comparison to the satellite retrieval-based results. Our activities on the “Characterization of primary and secondary traffic related particles” collaborative have included providing air quality data.

Publications:


28. Balachandran S, Chang HH, Pachon JE, Holmes HA, Mulholland JA, Russell AG. Bayesian-based ensemble source apportionment of PM$_{2.5}$. *Environmental Science & Technology* 47:13511-13518, 2013. (Core B) Inadvertently omitted SCAPE acknowledgement. Erratum adding SCAPE cite has been accepted.


32. Pachon JE, Weber RJ, Zhang X, Mulholland JA, Russell AG. Revising the use of potassium (K) in the source apportionment of PM$_{2.5}$. *Atmospheric Pollution Research* 4(1):14-21, 2013. (Core B, Project 4)


**Presentations:**


Future Activities: Activities planned for the coming period are aimed at further refining the methods discussed above and to provide the various projects and collaboratives with final data products. In particular, as part of Project 1, we will continue to use our advanced source impact analysis tools to understand the spatiotemporal impacts of sources contributing to ROS, as estimated using both the DTT and AA methods. In particular, we will refine our application of the Bayesian SA technique in Atlanta, working with Project 4 personnel in the application of those results to health measures in Atlanta. Further, we will use the CMAQ-CMB, with HK to more fully use the ROS measurements (e.g., outside Atlanta, which was the only location we could apply the Bayesian SA approach due to data limitations). We continue to apply the CMAQ-CMB with HK method to more years. At present, those results are available for two full years. We plan to have about 10 years available. Also, we plan to develop methods to improve source profiles and the treatment of secondary aerosol formation impacts. Those results can be used directly in Projects 3 and 4.

As part of Project 3, we continue to explore methods to provide very fine scale exposure fields in the Atlanta area using a variety of products including CMAQ (with OBS fusion), AOD, RLINE and observations. As part of the “Inter-comparison of ambient PM2.5 estimation models in NC” collaboration, we continue to intercompare and assess methods. We also will apply the IMSI technique to our results to get mobile source impacts over NC. We continue to work with CCAR as part of the “Mobile and Fixed Site Characterization of Vehicle Emission Impacts in Atlanta” collaborative. In particular, we are still conducting detailed RLINE modeling and will provide those results and expertise on interpreting their observations in Atlanta.

As we are approaching the end of SCAPE, a major activity will be to communicate our method advances for use by others. This will be done by finishing the various manuscripts and presentation of the results at conferences. We will also make results available for use by others.

Supplemental Keywords: Air Quality, Chemical Transport Modeling, Receptor Modeling, Exposure Measurement Error
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Objective of Research: The Biostatistics Core provides quantitative analytic support to all SCAPE Projects and Cores.

Progress Summary/Accomplishments:
In the past year, members of the Biostatistics Core collaborated with SCAPE investigators on all Projects, Cores, and Collaborative Projects, with the majority of effort devoted to the epidemiologic analyses associated with Projects 3 and 4. Core members contributed to the development of novel quantitative methods to address analytic challenges in SCAPE projects including (but not limited to) expanded application of multivariate classification algorithms (e.g., classification and regression trees and self-organizing maps) to explore health effects of pollutant mixtures, statistical assessments of source apportionment, identification and evaluation of potential confounding effects, adjustments for effect modification, and identification of critical gestational exposure windows. Core efforts resulted in peer-reviewed literature in the environmental health, epidemiology, biostatistics, exposure science, and general science literature.

Publications:


Presentations:

1. Pearce JL, Waller LA, Mulholland JA, Sarnat SE, Strickland MJ, Chang HH, Tolbert PE. Acute associations between multipollutant mixtures and pediatric asthma morbidity: epidemiologic applications of self-organizing map ambient air quality classifications at the day level. Oral presentation at the International Society for Environmental Epidemiology Annual Meeting, Sao Paulo, Brazil, August 30-September 3, 2015.


car commuters in the Atlanta Commuters’ Exposure Study.” International Society for Environmental Epidemiology Annual Meeting. Barcelona, Spain, September 2011.


Future Activities: Future plans for the Biostatistics Core build on current activities relating to development and application of accurate and reliable analytic methods for each SCAPE project

1. Project 1
   a. Continue investigation into linkages between air quality measures and the epidemiologic studies in Projects 3 and 4.

1. Project 2
   a. Collaboration on clustering algorithms for summarizing physiologic responses to scripted commutes.
   b. Statistical support for graduate student research on this project.

2. Project 3
   a. Providing statistical support for the continuing Georgia state-wide analysis of ambient air pollution and preterm birth.
   b. Providing statistical support for the continuing Georgia state-wide analysis of PM2.5 and pediatric emergency department visit.
   c. Conducting analysis on the association between PM2.5 and birth weight as part of the measurement error collaboration with CCAR.
   d. Providing statistical support for exposure assessment in for PM2.5 (with Air Quality Core) and pediatric asthma incidence with the Kaiser cohort.

3. Project 4
   a. Providing statistical support for examining effect modification of air pollution health risk by socio-economic factors, age, sex, and race.
   b. Providing statistical support for estimating daily historical ROS activity (with Air Quality Core) and its health effects.

Results of these efforts will be submitted for publication in the peer-reviewed literature and presented at national and international conferences in public health, environmental health, biostatistics, and epidemiology.

Supplemental Keywords: Biostatistics, Data analysis, Study design, Confounder control

Relevant Web Sites: www.scape.gatech.edu